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Getting the books Cyber Threats From China Russia And Iran Protecting American Critical Infrastructure now is not type
of inspiring means. You could not forlorn going with book amassing or library or borrowing from your friends to contact
them. This is an completely easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online message Cyber Threats From
China Russia And Iran Protecting American Critical Infrastructure can be one of the options to accompany you with having
supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. endure me, the e-book will totally freshen you other issue to read. Just invest tiny become
old to entry this on-line message Cyber Threats From China Russia And Iran Protecting American Critical Infrastructure
as capably as review them wherever you are now.

Spies and Scholars Sep 01 2019 The untold story of how Russian espionage in imperial China shaped the emergence of the
Russian Empire as a global power. From the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, the Russian Empire made concerted
efforts to collect information about China. It bribed Chinese porcelain-makers to give up trade secrets, sent Buddhist
monks to Mongolia on intelligence-gathering missions, and trained students at its Orthodox mission in Beijing to spy on
their hosts. From diplomatic offices to guard posts on the Chinese frontier, Russians were producing knowledge
everywhere, not only at elite institutions like the Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg. But that information was
secret, not destined for wide circulation. Gregory Afinogenov distinguishes between the kinds of knowledge Russia sought
over the years and argues that they changed with the shifting aims of the state and its perceived place in the world. In
the seventeenth century, Russian bureaucrats were focused on China and the forbidding Siberian frontier. They relied
more on spies, including Jesuit scholars stationed in China. In the early nineteenth century, the geopolitical challenge
shifted to Europe: rivalry with Britain drove the Russians to stake their prestige on public-facing intellectual work,
and knowledge of the East was embedded in the academy. None of these institutional configurations was especially
effective in delivering strategic or commercial advantages. But various knowledge regimes did have their consequences.
Knowledge filtered through Russian espionage and publication found its way to Europe, informing the encounter between
China and Western empires. Based on extensive archival research in Russia and beyond, Spies and Scholars breaks down
long-accepted assumptions about the connection between knowledge regimes and imperial power and excavates an
intellectual legacy largely neglected by historians.
Religion and the Early Modern State Sep 13 2020 How did state power impinge on the religion of the ordinary person?
This perennial issue has been sharpened as historians uncover the process of 'confessionalization' or 'acculturation',
by which officials of state and church collaborated in ambitious programs of Protestant or Catholic reform, intended to
change the religious consciousness and the behaviour of ordinary men and women. In the belief that specialists in one
area of the globe can learn from the questions posed by colleagues working in the same period in other regions, this
volume sets the topic in a wider framework. Thirteen essays, grouped in themes affording parallel views of England and
Europe, Tsarist Russia, and Ming China, show a spectrum of possibilities for what early modern governments tried to
achieve by regulating religious life, and for how religious communities evolved in new directions, either in keeping
with or in spite of official injunctions.
Eurasia's Ascent in Energy and Geopolitics Jun 30 2019 The Sino-Russian relationship has experienced several
permutations in recent decades as both states have undergone radical domestic changes, including the end of Soviet
communism and the abandonment of Maoism. This volume brings together scholars to address the current status of SinoRussian relations in the political, military, energy and trade sectors. In this comprehensive new volume, authors offer
a detailed account on the both the historical context and current status of relations between Russia and China and the
geo-political realignments in Eurasia. This analysis of the evolving relationship addresses global strategy, energy
politics, national security, human security, and Central Asian links. Individual chapters examine key issues such as
China’s economic ascendancy, military relations, the geostrategic position of Mongolia, Japan’s views and historical
background. With authors representing a broad range of current active experts and researchers working in Europe, the US,
Central Asia, China and Japan, this book offers a long-term and in-depth analysis of the relations and potential
developments in both bilateral and international relations. This work will be of great interest to scholars of
international relations, Asian security, and the Eurasian region.
On the Edge Dec 29 2021 A pioneering examination of history, current affairs, and daily life along the RussiaÐChina
border, one of the worldÕs least understood and most politically charged frontiers. The border between Russia and China
winds for 2,600 miles through rivers, swamps, and vast taiga forests. ItÕs a thin line of direct engagement,
extraordinary contrasts, frequent tension, and occasional war between two of the worldÕs political giants. Franck BillŽ
and Caroline Humphrey have spent years traveling through and studying this important yet forgotten region. Drawing on
pioneering fieldwork, they introduce readers to the lifeways, politics, and history of one of the worldÕs most
consequential and enigmatic borderlands. It is telling that, along a border consisting mainly of rivers, there is not a
single operating passenger bridge. Two different worlds have emerged. On the Russian side, in territory seized from
China in the nineteenth century, defense is prioritized over the economy, leaving dilapidated villages slumbering amid

the forests. For its part, the Chinese side is heavily settled and increasingly prosperous and dynamic. Moscow worries
about the imbalance, and both governments discourage citizens from interacting. But as BillŽ and Humphrey show, crossborder connection is a fact of life, whatever distant authorities say. There are marriages, friendships, and sexual
encounters. There are joint businesses and underground deals, including no shortage of smuggling. Meanwhile some
indigenous peoples, persecuted on both sides, seek to ÒreviveÓ their own alternative social groupings that span the
border. And Chinese towns make much of their proximity to ÒEurope,Ó building giant Russian dolls and replicas of St.
BasilÕs Cathedral to woo tourists. Surprising and rigorously researched, On the Edge testifies to the rich diversity of
an extraordinary world haunted by history and divided by remote political decisions but connected by the ordinary
imperatives of daily life.
The Future of China-Russia Relations Sep 06 2022 Relations between China and Russia have evolved dramatically since
their first diplomatic contact, particularly during the twentieth century. During the past decade China and Russia have
made efforts to strengthen bilateral ties and improve cooperation on a number of diplomatic fronts. The People’s
Republic of China and the Russian Federation maintain exceptionally close and friendly relations, strong geopolitical
and regional cooperation, and significant levels of trade. In The Future of China-Russia Relations, scholars from around
the world explore the current state of the relationship between the two powers and assess the prospects for future
cooperation and possible tensions in the new century. The contributors examine Russian and Chinese perspectives on a
wide range of issues, including security, political relationships, economic interactions, and defense ties. This
collection explores the energy courtship between the two nations and analyzes their interests and policies regarding
Central Asia, the Korean Peninsula, and Taiwan.
Revolution and the People in Russia and China Jun 22 2021 A unique comparative account of the roots of Communist
revolution in Russia and China. Steve Smith examines the changing social identities of peasants who settled in St
Petersburg from the 1880s to 1917 and in Shanghai from the 1900s to the 1940s. Russia and China, though very different
societies, were both dynastic empires with backward agrarian economies that suddenly experienced the impact of
capitalist modernity. This book argues that far more happened to these migrants than simply being transformed from
peasants into workers. It explores the migrants' identification with their native homes; how they acquired new
understandings of themselves as individuals and new gender and national identities. It asks how these identity
transformations fed into the wider political, social and cultural processes that culminated in the revolutionary crises
in Russia and China, and how the Communist regimes that emerged viewed these transformations in the working classes they
claimed to represent.
Russia-China Relations in the Post-Crisis International Order Oct 07 2022 The book explores developments in RussiaChina relations in the aftermath of the global economic crisis, arguing that the crisis transformed their bilateral
affairs, regional liaisons and, crucially, altered the roles both states play on the international arena. Discussing how
Russo-Chinese cooperation has accelerated in energy trade, arms sales and in the Russian Far East, the focus is on how
the still mutually advantageous relationship has become more asymmetric than ever, reflecting China’s meteoric rise and
Russia’s decline. These dynamics are explored through three perspectives: domestic, regional and global. Domestically,
the book traces the role of political coalitions and key interest groups involved in how the two states shape their
reciprocal policies. Changes in the regional dimension are examined with particular reference to a new status quo
emerging in Central Asia. The book concludes by explaining how the changing relationship is affecting the international
order, including the balance of power vis-à-vis the United States as well as Russia and China’s changing attitudes
towards global governance.
Axis of Authoritarians: Implications of China-Russia Cooperation Apr 01 2022 Over the last two decades, relations
between China and Russia have grown closer in ways that pose significant challenges for the United States and its allies
and partners. Recently, as Xi Jinping and Vladimir Putin have consolidated power, the two leaders have cultivated a
strategic axis that, while not a formal alliance, aims to undermine the United States and other liberal nations while
expanding Chinese and Russian influence abroad. In this volume, leading U.S. experts explore the contours of this
emergent axis of authoritarians in multiple domains and consider policy options for the United States to strengthen its
position and defend its interests.
China and Russia Jun 03 2022 With many predicting the end of US hegemony, Russia and China's growing cooperation in a
number of key strategic areas looks set to have a major impact on global power dynamics. But what lies behind this SinoRussian rapprochement? Is it simply the result of deteriorated Russo–US and Sino–US relations or does it date back to a
more fundamental alignment of interests after the Cold War? In this book Alexander Lukin answers these questions,
offering a deeply informed and nuanced assessment of Russia and China’s ever-closer ties. Tracing the evolution of this
partnership from the 1990s to the present day, he shows how economic and geopolitical interests drove the two countries
together in spite of political and cultural differences. Key areas of cooperation and possible conflict are explored,
from bilateral trade and investment to immigration and security. Ultimately, Lukin argues that China and Russia’s
strategic partnership is part of a growing system of cooperation in the non-Western world, which has also seen the
emergence of a new political community: Greater Eurasia. His vision of the new China–Russia rapprochement will be
essential reading for anyone interested in understanding this evolving partnership and the way in which it is altering
the contemporary geopolitical landscape.
China, Russia, and Twenty-first Century Global Geopolitics Aug 05 2022 "This book provides a comprehensive analysis of
the Chinese-Russian bilateral relationship, grounded in a historical perspective, and discusses the implications of the
burgeoning 'strategic partnership' between these two major powers for world order and global geopolitics. The volume
compares the national worldviews, priorities, and strategic visions for the Chinese and Russian leadership, examining
several aspects of the relationship in detail. The energy trade is the most important component of economic ties,
although both sides desire to broaden trade and investments. In the military realm, Russia sells advanced arms to China,
and the two countries engage in regular joint exercises. Diplomatically, these two Eurasian powers take similar
approaches to conflicts in Ukraine and Syria, and also cooperate on non-traditional security issues including preventing
coloured revolutions, cyber management, and terrorism. These issue areas illustrate four themes. Russia and China have
common interests that cement their partnership, including security, protecting authoritarian institutions, and reshaping aspects of the global order. They are key players not only influencing regional issues, but also international
norms and institutions. The Sino-Russian partnership presents a potential counterbalance to the United States and
democratic nations in shaping the contemporary and emerging geopolitical landscape. Nevertheless, the West is still an
important partner for China and Russia. Both seek better relations with the West, but on the basis of 'mutual respect'
and 'equality'. Lastly, Russia and China have frictions in their relationship, and not all of their interests overlap.
The Sino-Russian relationship has gained considerable momentum, particularly since 2014 as Moscow turned to Beijing
attempting to offset tensions with the West in the aftermath of Russia's annexation of Crimea and intervention in
Ukraine. However, so far, China and Russia describe their relationship as a comprehensive 'strategic partnership', but
they are not 'allies'."--Publisher's website.
Russians in China. Shanghai D-917 Police Applicants: 1930-1942 Jun 10 2020 The detailed biographies of Russian

immigrants who served Russian Regiment, Shanghai Volunteer Corps, in 1930s-1940s. Includes police background
investigation reports on applicants, and the alphabetical index in Russian language.
The Impact of WTO Membership Nov 03 2019 What lessons can be learnt from the accession to the World Trade Organization
(WTO) of Russia, China, and Ukraine? Were there any peculiarities in the adaptation of their economies to the rules and
norms of the organisation, and what impact did it have on the world trade system? This detailed, systematic, and
comparative analysis of the social and economic impact of the accession of these countries to the WTO addresses these
questions, presenting an economic and legal analysis of the reasons and consequences of their joining the WTO.
Comparative legal and economic methods are used to explore the social and economic causes and consequences of membership
for post-communist states and to suggest ways in which new members can adapt to WTO standards. This work will be of
interest to experts and students in the fields of economics, jurisprudence, and customs affairs.
The Roles of the United States, Russia and China in the New World Order Dec 05 2019 In the name of peace, international
cooperation, democracy, trade and human rights, the struggle for power is underway between the United States, Russia and
China. This struggle is motivated by the natural clash of national interests, an almost preordained process in the
contemporary state system. The struggle for power has been the dynamic element of history, and it is likely to be in the
future. International war(s) may or may not ensue between the three major powers, but their relations will remain
competitive, and at times quite hostile.
Dancing on Bones Oct 15 2020 Dancing on Bones is the story of how the leaders of China, Russia, and North Korea
manipulate the past to serve the present and secure the future of authoritarian rule.History didn't end. Democracy
didn't triumph. America's leading role in the world is no longer assured. Instead, authoritarian rule is on the rise,
and the global order established after 1945 is under attack. This is the phenomenon Katie Stallard tackles in Dancing on
Bones, probing the version ofhistory that leaders in China, Russia, and North Korea teach their citizens.These three
states consistently top the list of threats to the global order and US national security. All are governed by autocratic
regimes. All have nuclear weapons and believe that the era of American hegemony is fading. All three share a sense of
historical grievance, rooted in the wars of thelast century - specifically World War II and the Korean War - that their
leaders exploit to shore up popular support at home and fuel increasingly aggressive foreign policy. Decades after the
real guns fell silent, these wars rage on in China, Russia, and North Korea, reimagined in popular media,public
memorials, and patriotic education campaigns. This is not history as it was, but as the current rulers need it to be.
Since coming to power in China, Xi Jinping has almost doubled the length of the war with Japan, Vladimir Putin has
brought back bombastic military parades through Red Square,and Kim Jong Un has invested vast sums in rebuilding war
museums in his impoverished state, while historians who try to challenge the official line are silenced and jailed. But
this didn't start with the current leaders and it won't end with them.Drawing on first-hand, on-the-ground reporting,
Dancing on Bones is the story of how the leaders of China, Russia, and North Korea manipulate the past to serve the
present and secure the future of authoritarian rule. If we want to understand where these three nuclear powers are
heading, we mustunderstand the stories they are telling their citizens about the past.
Russia and China Aug 13 2020 This study incorporates elements from the disciplines of international relations and
history to address key international and domestic elements that have shaped the interactions between Russia and China
over time. It demonstrates how changes in the inter-state relationship were, and are, initiated. Controversial issues
are examined through previously unobtainable materials from sources including the Archives of Foreign Policy of the
Russian Empire, the Archives of Foreign Policy of the Russian Federation and the Russian Centre for the Preservation and
Research of the Documents of Modern History.
Chinese Migrants in Russia, Central Asia and Eastern Europe Feb 05 2020 Much of the former Soviet bloc has become a
destination for new Chinese migrants. Throughout Russia, Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Chinese migrants are engaged
in entrepreneurial activities, primarily as petty merchants of consumer goods in unsteady economies. This book situates
these migrants within the broader context of Chinese globalization and China’s economic "rise." It traces the origins of
Chinese migration into the region, as well as the conditions that have allowed migrants to thrive. Furthermore, it
discusses the perception that Chinese globalization is purely economic and explores the relationship among petty
merchants, labourers and institutional investors. Finally, by examining the movement of China’s minorities into Central
Asia, this book challenges the ethnic construct of new "Chinese" migration.
Mixed Fortunes Feb 28 2022 The rise of the West is often attributed the presence of certain features in Western
countries from the 16th century that were absent in more traditional societies: the abolition of serfdom and Protestant
ethics, the protection of property rights, and free universities. The problem with this reasoning is that, before the
16th century, there were many countries with social structures that possessed these same features that didn't experience
rapid productivity growth. This book offers a new interpretation of the 'Great Divergence' and 'Great Convergence'
stories. It explores how Western countries grew rich and why parts of the developing world (South and East Asia and the
Middle East) did not catch up with the West from 1500 to 1950 but began to narrow the gap after 1950. It also examines
why others (Latin America, South Africa, and Russia) were more successful at catching up from 1500 to 1950, but then
experienced a slowdown in economic growth compared to other developing countries. Mixed Fortunes offers a novel
interpretation of the rise of the West and of the subsequent development of 'the rest' and China and Russia, important
examples of two groups of developing countries, are examined in greater detail.
China-Russia Relations in Central Asia Apr 20 2021 ?As China rises to global power status, its relations with other
major powers, including Russia, are constantly renegotiated. Energy figures prominently in both countries’ foreign
policy. An extensive analysis of Chinese language sources – academic debate 1997-2012 – confirms a collision of
interests over Central Asian reserves. While unanimous appeals to compromise render previous predictions of impending
confrontation unconvincing, descriptions of Sino-Central Asian energy relations as “central to energy security”, and the
explicit rejection of a Russian “sphere of influence”, also exclude a retreat. In the long term, China will likely
replace Russia as the dominant force in Central Asia’s energy sector, causing the Kremlin to perceive another
“encroachment”. The current notion of a “strategic partnership” will inevitably be challenged.?
Eurasia's Regional Powers Compared - China, India, Russia Sep 25 2021 Taking a long view, and a wide perspective, this
book by Japan's leading scholars on Asia and Eurasia provides a comprehensive and systematic comparison of the three
greatest powers in the region and assesses how far the recent growth trajectories of these countries are sustainable in
the long run. The book demonstrates the huge impact on the region of these countries. It examines the population,
resource and economic basis for the countries' rise, considers political, social and cultural factors, and sets recent
developments in a long historical context. Throughout, the different development paths of the three countries are
compared and contrasted, and the new models for the future of the world order which they represent are analysed.
Authority, Ascendancy, and Supremacy Nov 15 2020 Authority, Ascendancy, and Supremacy examines the American, Chinese,
and Russian (Big 3) competition for power and influence in the Post-Cold War Era. With the ascension of regional powers
such as India, Iran, Brazil, and Turkey, the Big 3 dynamic is an evolving one, which cannot be ignored because of its
effect to not only reshape regional security, but also control influence and power in world affairs. How does one define
a "global" or "regional" power in the Post-Cold War Era? How does the relationships among the Big 3 influence regional

actors? Gregory O. Hall utilizes country data from primary and secondary sources to reveal that since the early 1990s,
competition for influence and power among the Big 3 has intensified and could result in armed confrontation among the
major powers. He assesses the state of affairs in each country’s economic, resource, military, social/demographic, and
political spheres. In addition, events data, which focuses on international interactions, facilitates identifying trends
in Big 3 interactions as well as their concerns and affairs with regional players. Opinion data, drawn from policy
makers, scholarly interviews, and survey research data, identifies foreign policy interests among the Big 3, as well nonBig 3 foreign policy behaviors. With its singular focus on American, Chinese, and Russian interactions, policy
interests, and behaviors, Authority, Ascendancy, and Supremacy represents a significant contribution for understanding
and managing Post-Cold War conflicts and promises to be an important book.
China-Russia Cooperation Dec 17 2020 Since 2014, China and Russia have strengthened their relationship. In this report,
the authors seek to understand the impact of the Chinese-Russian relationship on the United States and implications for
future U.S. policy.
The Future of China-Russia Relations Mar 20 2021 Relations between China and Russia have evolved dramatically since
their first diplomatic contact, particularly during the twentieth century. During the past decade China and Russia have
made efforts to strengthen bilateral ties and improve cooperation on a number of diplomatic fronts. The People’s
Republic of China and the Russian Federation maintain exceptionally close and friendly relations, strong geopolitical
and regional cooperation, and significant levels of trade. In The Future of China-Russia Relations, scholars from around
the world explore the current state of the relationship between the two powers and assess the prospects for future
cooperation and possible tensions in the new century. The contributors examine Russian and Chinese perspectives on a
wide range of issues, including security, political relationships, economic interactions, and defense ties. This
collection explores the energy courtship between the two nations and analyzes their interests and policies regarding
Central Asia, the Korean Peninsula, and Taiwan.
Power Restructuring in China and Russia Aug 25 2021 The massive economic transformations and political upheavals that
have been sweeping China and the Soviet Union in the final decades of the twentieth century are among the great dramas
of our time. Yet the origins of these revolutionary changes are murky and their outcomes unclear. Have we witnessed the
demise of an archaic authoritarian order and
Frontier Encounters Jan 30 2022 China and Russia are rising economic and political powers that share thousands of miles
of border. Despite their proximity, their interactions with each other - and with their third neighbour Mongolia - are
rarely discussed. Although the three countries share a boundary, their traditions, languages and worldviews are
remarkably different. Frontier Encounters presents a wide range of views on how the borders between these unique
countries are enacted, produced, and crossed. It sheds light on global uncertainties: China's search for energy
resources and the employment of its huge population, Russia's fear of Chinese migration, and the precarious independence
of Mongolia as its neighbours negotiate to extract its plentiful resources. Bringing together anthropologists,
sociologists and economists, this timely collection of essays offers new perspectives on an area that is currently of
enormous economic, strategic and geo-political relevance.
Russia and China Nov 08 2022 This book depicts the sophisticated relationship between Russia and China as a pragmatic
one, a political “marriage of convenience”. Yet at the same time the relationship is stable, and will remain so. After
all, bilateral relations are usually based on pragmatic interests and the pursuit of these interests is the very essence
of foreign policy. And, as often happens in life, the most long-lasting marriages are those based on convenience. The
highly complex, complicated, ambiguous and yet, indeed, successful relationship between Russia and China throughout the
past 25 years is difficult to grasp theoretically. Russian and Chinese elites are hard-core realists in their foreign
policies, and the neorealist school in international relations seems to be the most adequate one to research SinoRussian relations. Realistically, throughout this period China achieved a multidimensional advantage over Russia. Yet,
simultaneously Russia-China relations do not follow the patterns of power politics. Beijing knows its limits and does
not go into extremes. Rather, China successfully seeks to build a longterm, stable relationship based on Chinese terms,
where both sides gain, albeit China gains a little more. Russia in this agenda does not necessary lose; just gains a
little less out of this asymmetric deal. Thus, a new model of bilateral relations emerges, which may be called – by
paraphrasing the slogan of Chinese diplomacy – as “asymmetric win-win” formula. This model is a kind of “back to the
past“ – a contemporary equivalent of the first model of Russia-China relations: the modus vivendi from the 17th century,
achieved after the Nerchinsk treaty.
Authoritarian Powers Oct 03 2019 The statistics detailing the socioeconomic growth of Russia and China are impressive.
On some projections, China will be the world’s largest economy by 2050, and Russia will be the sixth largest. Yet
despite this impressive record of economic growth, a striking feature of both countries is the inegalitarian nature of
their development – notwithstanding the (post)communist legacy. On most conventional measures, the two countries are now
among the most unequal in the world, and the level of inequality has increased significantly since the 1990s. What
effect does this endemic economic inequality have on political stability? From Aristotle onwards, observers have
concluded that the greater the inequality within a society, the greater the likelihood of instability. This book
addresses the relationship between economic inequality and political stability in Russia and China. Several chapters
examine how economic performance has driven institutional reform, while others evaluate long term trends in public
opinion to see how economic change has affected the public’s views of politics. The conclusion is that both regimes have
proved adept at adapting to rising inequality by managing the policy agenda, guiding public opinion and co-opting or
repressing political opposition. The chapters in this book originally published as a special issue in Europe-Asia
Studies.
Rekindling the Strong State in Russia and China Nov 27 2021 Rekindling the Strong State in Russia and China offers a
thorough analysis of the profound regeneration of the State and its external projection in Russia and China. The book is
an essential guide to understand the deep changes of these countries and their global aspirations.
Black Dragon River Jul 12 2020 Black Dragon River is a personal journey down one of Asia’s great rivers that reveals
the region’s essential history and culture. The world’s ninth largest river, the Amur serves as a large part of the
border between Russia and China. As a crossroads for the great empires of Asia, this area offers journalist Dominic
Ziegler a lens with which to examine the societies at Europe's only borderland with east Asia. He follows a journey from
the river's top to bottom, and weaves the history, ecology and peoples to show a region obsessed with the past—and to
show how this region holds a key to the complex and critical relationship between Russia and China today. One of Asia’s
mightiest rivers, the Amur is also the most elusive. The terrain it crosses is legendarily difficult to traverse. Near
the river’s source, Ziegler travels on horseback from the Mongolian steppe into the taiga, and later he is forced by the
river’s impassability to take the Trans-Siberian Railway through the four-hundred-mile valley of water meadows inland.
As he voyages deeper into the Amur wilderness, Ziegler also journeys into the history of the peoples and cultures the
river’s path has transformed. The known history of the river begins with Genghis Khan and the rise of the Mongolian
empire a millennium ago, and the story of the region has been one of aggression and conquest ever since. The modern
history of the river is the story of Russia's push across the Eurasian landmass to China. For China, the Amur is a

symbol of national humiliation and Western imperial land seizure; to Russia it is a symbol of national regeneration, its
New World dreams and eastern prospects. The quest to take the Amur was to be Russia’s route to greatness, replacing an
oppressive European identity with a vibrant one that faced the Pacific. Russia launched a grab in 1854 and took from
China a chunk of territory equal in size nearly to France and Germany combined. Later, the region was the site for
atrocities meted out on the Russian far east in the twentieth century during the Russian civil war and under Stalin. The
long shared history on the Amur has conditioned the way China and Russia behave toward each other—and toward the outside
world. To understand Putin’s imperial dreams, we must comprehend Russia’s relationship to its far east and how it still
shapes the Russian mind. Not only is the Amur a key to Putinism, its history is also embedded in an ongoing clash of
empires with the West.
The Russia-China Axis Jul 04 2022 The United States is a nation in crisis. While Washington’s ability to address our
most pressing challenges has been rendered nearly impotent by ongoing partisan warfare, we face an array of foreignpolicy crises for which we seem increasingly unprepared. Among these, none is more formidable than the unprecedented
partnership developing between Russia and China, suspicious neighbors for centuries and fellow Communist antagonists
during the Cold War. The two longtime foes have drawn increasingly close together because of a confluence of
geostrategic, political, and economic interests—all of which have a common theme of diminishing, subverting, or
displacing American power. While America’s influence around the world recedes—in its military and diplomatic power, in
its political leverage, in its economic might, and, perhaps most dangerously, in the power and appeal of its
ideas—Russia and China have seen their influence increase. From their support for rogue regimes such as those in Iran,
North Korea, and Syria to their military and nuclear buildups to their aggressive use of cyber warfare and intelligence
theft, Moscow and Beijing are playing the game for keeps. Meanwhile America, pledged to “leading from behind,” no longer
does much leading at all. In The Russia-China Axis, Douglas E. Schoen and Melik Kaylan systematically chronicle the
growing threat from the Russian-Chinese Axis, and they argue that only a rebirth of American global leadership can
counter the corrosive impact of this antidemocratic alliance, which may soon threaten the peace and security of the
world.
Artificial Intelligence, China, Russia, and the Global Order Jan 06 2020 "Artificial intelligence (AI) and big data
promise to help reshape the global order. For decades, most political observers believed that liberal democracy offered
the only plausible future pathways for big, industrially sophisticated countries to make their citizens rich. Now, by
allowing governments to monitor, understand, and control their citizens far more effectively than ever before, AI offers
a plausible way for big, economically advanced countries to make their citizens rich while maintaining control over
them--the first since the end of the Cold War. That may help fuel and shape renewed international competition between
types of political regimes that are all becoming more "digital." Just as competition between liberal democratic,
fascist, and communist social systems defined much of the twentieth century, how may the struggle between digital
liberal democracy and digital authoritarianism define and shape the twenty-first? This work highlights several key areas
where AI-related technologies have clear implications for globally integrated strategic planning and requirements
development"-The Reading of Russian Literature in China May 10 2020 This book traces the profound influence that Russian literature,
which was tied inseparably to the political victory of the Russian revolution, had on China during a period that saw the
collapse of imperial rule and the rise of the Communist Party.
Power in the Changing Global Order Mar 08 2020 Power has been compared to the weather: people discuss it all the time,
but very few really understand it. This book seeks to demystify this complex concept by providing students with an
incisive and engaging introduction to the shifting configurations of power in the contemporary global order. Drawing on
the work of leading international relations scholars, philosophers and sociologists, the analysis goes beyond simplistic
views of power as material capability, focusing also on its neglected social dimensions. These are developed and
explored through a detailed examination of the changing international role, status and capacities of the United States,
Russia and China since the end of the Cold War. Far from achieving multipolarity, the book concludes that the
contemporary world remains essentially unipolar; America having moved to correct the mistakes of George W. Bush's first
term in office, while China and Russia have, in different ways, limited their own abilities to challenge American
primacy. This book will be essential reading for students of international relations and politics, as well as anyone
with an interest in the shifting balance of power in the global system.
Russian Policy towards China and Japan Oct 27 2021 Drawing on the most up-to-date sources, this book provides an indepth examination of Russia’s relations with China and Japan, the two Asia-Pacific superpowers-in-waiting. For Russia
there has always been more than one ‘Asia’: after the collapse of the Soviet Union, there were those in the Russian
elite who saw Asia as implying the economic dynamism of the Asia-Pacific, with Japan as the main player. However there
were others who saw the chance for Russia to reassert its claim to be a great power, based on Russia’s geopolitical and
geoeconomic position as a Eurasian power. For these, China was the power to engage with: together China and Russia could
control both Heartland and Rim, both Eurasia and Asia-Pacific, whereas accepting Japan’s conception of Asia implied
regional fragmentation and shared sovereignty. This book argues that this strand of thinking, mainly confined to
nationalists in the El’tsin years, has now, under Putin, become the dominant discourse among Russian policymakers.
Despite opportunities for convergence presented by energy resources, even for trilateral cooperation, traditional
anxiety regarding loss of control over key resource areas in the Russian Far East is now used to inform regional policy,
leading to a new resource nationalism. In light of Russia’s new assertiveness in global affairs and its increasing use
of the so-called ‘energy weapon’ in foreign policy, this book will appeal not only to specialists on Russian politics
and foreign policy, but also to international relations scholars.
Imperial Rivals May 02 2022 Based on archival research, this is a history of the Russo-Chinese border which examines
Russia's expansion into the Asian heartland during the decades of Chinese decline and the 20th-century paradox of
Russia's inability to sustain political and economic sway over its domains.
Citizens and the State in Authoritarian Regimes Feb 16 2021 The revival of authoritarianism is one of the most
important forces reshaping world politics today. However, not all authoritarians are the same. To examine both
resurgence and variation in authoritarian rule, Karrie J. Koesel, Valerie J. Bunce, and Jessica Chen Weiss gather a
leading cast of scholars to compare the most powerful autocracies in global politics today: Russia and China. The essays
in Citizens and the State in Authoritarian Regimes focus on three issues that currently animate debates about these two
countries and, more generally, authoritarian political systems. First, how do authoritarian regimes differ from one
another, and how do these differences affect regime-society relations? Second, what do citizens think about the
authoritarian governments that rule them, and what do they want from their governments? Third, what strategies do
authoritarian leaders use to keep citizens and public officials in line and how successful are those strategies in
sustaining both the regime and the leader's hold on power? Integrating the most important findings from a now-immense
body of research into a coherent comparative analysis of Russia and China, this book will be essential for anyone
studying the foundations of contemporary authoritarianism.
Mirrorlands Jan 18 2021 Mirrorlands is a journey through space and time to the meeting points of Russia and China, the

world's largest and most populous countries. Charting an unconventional course southeast through Siberia, Inner
Mongolia, the Russian Far East and Manchuria, anthropologist and linguist Ed Pulford sketches a rich series of
encounters with people and places unknown not only to outsiders, but also to most residents of the capital cities where
his journey begins and ends. What Russia and China have in common goes much deeper than their status as authoritarian
post-socialist states or perceived menaces to Western hegemony. Their shared history can only fully be appreciated from
an intimately local, borderland perspective. Along remote roads, rivers and railways, in cosmopolitan cities and
indigenous villages of the northeast Asian frontiers, Pulford maps the strikingly similar ways in which these two vast
empires have ruled their Eurasian domains, before, during and after socialism. With great cultural nuance, Mirrorlands
thoughtfully evokes the diverse daily interactions between residents of the Russia-China borderlands, and their
resulting visions of "Europe" and "Asia." It is a vivid portrait of centuries of cross-border encounter, mimicry and
conflict, key to understanding the global place and identity of two leading world powers.
The Amur River Jul 24 2021 'Thubron on top form. Richly detailed, immaculately written and full of insights and
encounters that bring a complex corner of the world to life' MICHAEL PALIN 'A masterpiece' WILLIAM DALRYMPLE
'Unforgettable' ANTONY BEEVOR As read on BBC Radio 4's Book of the Week _______________ A dramatic and ambitious new
journey from our greatest travel writer. Rising in the Mongolian mountains and flowing through Siberia to the Pacific,
the Amur River forms the tense border between Russia and China. This is the most densely fortified frontier on Earth. In
his eightieth year, Colin Thubron takes a dramatic and often treacherous journey from the Amur's secret source to its
giant mouth, covering almost 3,000 miles. Harassed by injury and by arrest from the local police, he makes his way along
both the Russian and Chinese shores. By the time he reaches the river's desolate end, a whole, pivotal world has come
alive. _______________ 'An epic journey along a frozen, fraught frontier... Fascinating' The Times 'This book is a
triumph' Daily Telegraph A Financial Times, Sunday Telegraph and Spectator Book of the Year Winner of the Stanford
Dolman Travel Book of the Year Award 2022
Dancing on Bones May 22 2021 The leaders of Russia, China, and North Korea use a distorted version of the history of
WWII and the Korean War to shore up popular support at home and justify aggressive foreign policy and expansive military
ambitions. Those who dare to challenge the official line are persecuted, silenced, and locked up, while schoolchildren
are required to memorize the authorized account. Deeply-reported and drawing on first-hand experience on the ground in
all three countries, 'Dancing on Bones' argues that if we want to understand where these three nuclear powers are
heading, we must understand the stories they are telling their citizens about the past.
Religion and the State in Russia and China Aug 01 2019 >
The New China-Russia Alignment: Critical Challenges to U.S. Security Apr 08 2020 This volume identifies the main
drivers of the current Sino-Russian relationship, assesses whether—and under what conditions—China and Russia would
cooperate more extensively and effectively against American interests, and recommends U.S. policies that could prevent
such an outcome.
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